TRANSLATION.

FRANKFURTER ZEITUNG, April 21, 1933 - morning issue.

FROM THE PALATINATE:

The Review of the Palatinate of April 14 reports:

Special Bathing Hours for Jews: In the interest of public order and quiet the commissionary second mayor of the town of Speyer has decreed that during the summer special bathing hours shall be arranged for Jews.

EXCERPT FROM THE FRANKFURT NEWS OF APRIL 19, 1933:

Public Notice of the District Staff of the National-Socialist German Workers Party:

A number of petitions have been submitted to this office regarding the release of persons taken in custody for political reasons. It must be remarked that in the main the petitioners have acted in favor of arrested Jews and well-to-do persons arrested on political grounds. I should not fail to mention in this connection the medical reports that have been submitted certifying that certain persons, especially Jews, are not in a condition to remain longer under arrest. Nobody has acted, however, in favor of poor workers who are also in political custody.

I consider it advisable therefore to make the following declaration:

(1) that first those imprisoned workers should be set free in whose behalf nobody has as yet acted;

(2) that those political prisoners for whom the greatest number of petitions have been submitted should be released last. Among these finally those should be released last in whose behalf even Counsellors of Commerce (a pre-war title granted to persons who had distinguished themselves in commerce) have petitioned.

(3) In future Jews can only be released if two petitioners or the doctor writing the certificate that the arrested Jew is sick, will take their place.

Neustadt, April 18, 1933

District Chief.